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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
AYC MEDIA

Founded in 1999, AYC Media’s fundamental goal is to leverage its experience executing thousands of 

successful campaigns for Anheuser-Busch to provide a comprehensive “turn key” solution for all Anheus-

er-Busch regions across the nation. 

AYC Media’s all-inclusive solution encompasses all aspects of campaign services, from cutting edge 

design, sweepstakes management (SMS, web. Social), and winner notification to affidavit collection, fulfill-

ment services, analytics, reporting, and prize sourcing. 

Our experience working with dozens of Anheuser-Busch representatives across multiple territories allows 

AYC Media to anticipate and proactively act on the needs of AB’s staff in multiple departments. This knowl-

edge greatly reduces both the time and effort required to activate campaigns. AYC Media has developed 

SOPs and custom software solutions purposely built for Anheuser-Busch’s existing internal process in 

order to efficiently manage campaigns, keywords, URLs, winners, and all other aspects of the sweepstakes 

lifecycle.  

Custom solutions, such as the web-based Campaign Submission System, were designed to work flawless-

ly across multiple devices, including mobile, tablet and desktop, to streamline the submission process and 

reduce errors. For Anheuser-Busch team members that prefer more traditional means of communication, 

dedicated AYC Media team members are available by phone or email. The proprietary Winner Notification 

System allows AYC Media’s staff to notify winners, collect required information, and verify winners based 

on provided eligibility requirements automatically. This technology allows AYC Media to contact and 

manage campaign winners on a large scale, reducing the time required to get prizes to eligible winners, 

and increasing consumer loyalty by eliminating the frustration faced by more traditional methods.

AYC Media’s elite team of designers repeatedly produces first class POSs, landing pages, and custom 

marketing assets that engage audiences, promote participation, and elevate brand perceptions.

All software solutions are built 100% in-house by AYC Media’s seasoned development team to allow 

limitless possibilities, fast delivery, and full control of all data for accountability. 

AYC Media’s proven dependability, attention to detail, and leading design will result in increased consumer 

reach and brand awareness. Custom-built technologies supported by knowledgeable team members 

ensure seamless integration and adherence to regulatory policies. AYC Media’s custom-tailored, national 

campaign management solution will increase efficiency by operating as an extension of Anheuser-Busch’s 

team, allowing them to meet current and future market demands in the timeliest and most cost–effective 

way possible.

Above all, AYC Media prides itself on world class service from campaign set-up to on-demand support for 

all Anheuser-Busch brands. 
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INSTANT WIN SMS, GAMIFIED 
SWEEPSTAKES & SOCIAL MEDIA 

CONTESTS

AYC Media’s comprehensive campaign 
solutions provide seamless entry 

tracking, set up and execution. From 
basic sweepstakes to innovation+, AYC 
Media provides consumer experiences 

that are best in class. 

POS/MICROSITE PAGE DESIGN

AYC Media specializes in perfectly 
executed, cutting edge in-store 

signage and microsites to increase 
customer participation and engage-

ment while ensuring brand consistency 
and legal compliance at every step. 

WINNER NOTIFICATION/
AGE VERIFICATION

AYC Media handles the tedious process 
of notifying and age verifying winners 

to ensure they meet all requirements in 
the official sweepstakes rules. The Hey 
Winner system streamlines this process 

for the fastest winner verification 
possible.  

PRIZE FULFILLMENT

An often complicated and time-con-
suming process, AYC Media is ready to 

handle prize fulfillment. Allow us to 
ship and track your prizes to ensure 
consumers are spreading the good 

fortune they've won–not waiting weeks 
for delivery.

WHAT WE DO
OUR SEVICES

DATA/REPORTING

All of AYC Media’s Services follow strict 
protocols for accountability, dependabili-
ty and audit protection. The Hey Winner 

system logs all winner info in a secure 
database for fast, on-demand reporting. 
Metrics can also be customized for each 

campaigns prior to launch. 
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BUSINESS FUNCTIONS
AYC Media’s

• Consumer Engagement (Consumer Sweeps and Contests)

• Custom Website Development with Proprietary CMS

• Custom Programming & Software development

AYC Media has several business functions in addition to its Consumer Engagement division that play critical 

supportive roles. By leveraging these other departments, AYC Media is able to offer an incredible array of 

in-house resources that can be utilized to support Consumer Engagement when new ideas, technology, or 

additional support is required. 

• Design Services (Print & Digital)
 

• Hosting
• Email Marketing
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
AYC Media’s

AroundYourCity.com, LLC. d/b/a AYC Media is a privately held firm founded as an equal partnership in 1999 by 

the two founders Jake Much and Tony Kindness. Both Jake and Tony have active roles in AYC Media’s daily 

operations

AYC Media’s dedicated Consumer Engagement department focuses on all aspects of the campaign process from 

innovative solutions and customer service to analytics and reporting. AYC Media’s other business functions play 

critical supportive roles in developing new technologies that engage consumers, build brand recognition, and 

provide success metrics for strategic action.
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MARC SCHOLTYSSEK
VP OF OPERATIONS

Marc specializes in increasing efficiency to improve all aspects of corporate performance 
by developing and implementing procedures that scale output and profitability. His focus 
is on building strong, lasting relationships with clients and colleagues for long-term 
success.

 CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT TEAM
MEET THE

These are the creative minds and talented individuals at AYC Media who work directly on Anheuser-Busch campaigns, 
building tomorrow’s solutions today.

CHRIS LIPCZYNSKI
DIRECTOR OF CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT

Chris provides planning and leadership to help clients achieve their most ambitious 
marketing and communications goals. Highly skilled in creating and improving products 
and management platforms, Chris uses his knowledge of the latest digital marketing tools 
and trends to develop and implement effective marketing campaigns for our clients.

JAKE MUCH
Co-Founder / President

As one of AYC Media's founders, Jake focuses on acquiring new and exciting projects for 
the design team. An expert when it comes to cultivating high-level concepts, Jake's vision 
allows us to evolve within a rapidly changing industry.

JENNIFER RUSSEL
CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT MANAGER

Responsible for activating marketing campaigns and providing valuable analytic 
feedback, Jen ensures that all aspects of AYC Media’s Digital Media Department are 
running smoothly on a day-to-day basis.

MICHELLE BURKE
EMAIL MARKETING SPECIALIST

Michelle supports our expanding consumer engagement department by working with our 
email marketing clients and addressing consumer inquiries.
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BRANDON MILLER
FRONT-END DEVELOPER

Tasked with interpreting graphics, visuals or interactive designs in HTML, CSS and 
Javascript, Brandon puts the finishing touches on our landing pages and other 
custom-built platforms to ensure winners have the best user experience possible.

MICHAEL LEARY
DIRECTOR OF ONLINE CONTENT

Mike ensures everything we produce in our studio exceeds the "norm" and sets the AYC 
standard for quality. From point-of-sale displays to the winner's experience with our 
software, Mike is always pushing the studio to deliver the best work possible.

TERRY HAHN
ART DIRECTOR

Terry specializes in evoking excitement and interest through top-notch designs. With a 
commitment to forward-thinking visuals, Terry delivers engaging graphics to ensure the 
highest possible consumer participation.

diandra gomez
senior graphic designer

Diandra is a Senior Graphic Designer who specializes in client-based projects. Her exper-
tise and insight into client relationships allows her to create beautiful and engaging 
graphics that perfectly meet client expectations.

Lance Wolbransky
DIRECTOR OF PROGRAMMING

Lance is the guy who translates geek speak to business conversation. Not only is Lance 
one of the guys in the back of the office with a large cup of coffee sifting though lines of 
code, he also helps translate clients’ needs into efficient and functional solutions in order 
to build the future of consumer engagement technology. 

Andrew Erie
FRONT-END DEVELOPER

Having performed creative and front-end development for his own business since 2006, 
Andrew recently moved across the country to work for AYC Media. Andrew will be using 
his expertise in front-end development to fully realize our designs, implementing respon-
sive websites for our clients
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STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
AYC Media’s

SMS

Winner Verification
AYC has partnered with a world leader in verification technologies for their age and identity solutions capable of 

locating participants based on information found in billions of public records that come from hundreds of trusted 

and verified data sources. See the technology section for more information. 

Fulfillment
AYC Media has strategic partnership for bulk fulfillment of prizes when required. AYC Media manages all databas-

es including recipient lists, inventory, and parcel tracking for oversight of all fulfillment requirements. 

AYC Media develops all software in-house, however, strategic partnerships are occasionally leveraged with 

integration into proprietary technology for a variety of benefits and other services. This approach allows AYC Media 

to focus on what it does best, while offering Anheuser-Busch the highest level of customer support and innovation. 

The following strategic partnerships exist within AYC Media’s Consumer Engagement Technologies:

Email Marketing
AYC Media has developed its own email system that manages contacts, tracks email metrics, regulates unsub-

scribes, and allows our team to create cutting edge responsive emails for bulk outbound correspondence. AYC 

Media has partnered with an industry leader for the actual sends, IP management, and compliance requirements 

to ensure the highest possible delivery and performance metrics.  

Although AYC Media developed its own management portal in-house, it leverages a partnership with an SMS 

service provider for management of all MT/MO messages, carriers, short code management, and MMA compli-

ance. AYC Media connects directly to its partner’s system via an API to ensure AYC Media has complete control of 

all data and communications with participants. 

HOSTING
AYC Media has a custom designed and dedicated server infrastructure from one of the world’s leading hosting 

providers. Although managed by AYC Media, the partner provides valuable monitoring and supporting services 

for over 1,200 sites hosted with AYC Media with a 99.99% uptime. 
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SERVICES OVERVIEW OUTLINE
AYC Media’s

Campaign Management Services

Designated Anheuser-Busch campaign 
manager

Unlimited support with after-hours care

Unlimited access to AYC’s Campaign 
Management System (Box Burner)

Unlimited training

Keyword and Campaign entry 
management

Hey Winner verification platform, winner 
verification, & eligibility verification

Affidavit management where required 
based on prize ARV (Travel & Standard)

POS & Landing Page Designs, set up, & 
links for High-resolution download

Copy edits and review

Comprehensive reporting/tracking 
(Midway, Conclusion, On-demand Audits)

Implementation of traditional media 
tracking systems to track effectiveness of 
landing pages and keyword entries

Account Management Care

Unlimited campaign consulting

Prize Fulfillment

Prize Sourcing

Custom Design Services

Custom Reporting

Central Administrative Access

INCLUDING:

23

Affidavit Collection/Process

1099 Processing 

Rules Creation

Bonding Registration 

Warehouse Inventory Management 

Online Judging

Sentiment Monitoring 
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MICROSITE DESIGN
AYC Media’s

Having built websites for Fortune 500 companies with custom integrations and architecture designed to stream-

line operational efforts, AYC Media has the capability to build fully responsive, customized microsites quickly and 

efficiently. Additionally, all sites are controlled via AYC Media’s in-house CMS for complete integration into any of 

the consumer engagement management technologies for easy access by sales teams, management, and brand 

teams. 

MICROSITE FEATURES 

RESPONSIVE DESIGN 

• Three site layouts optimized for:

 o Mobile

 o Tablet

 o Traditional

HOSTING (OPTIONAL)

• Full site hosting with monitoring and support

ANALYTICS

• Google Analytics integration with event tracking

LOGO/BRANDING

• Optional

SEO

• Title Tag and Keyword modules included

• Friendly URL structure

• Included Redirect Module

INTERACTIVE CAPABILITIES

• Full mobile compatibility (Responsive Design)

• Full tablet compatibility (Responsive Design)

• Ability to embed Youtube, Commercials, B-Roll, etc.

• LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram Integration
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SIMPLE STEPS
4

1

2

3

4

SUBMIT SWEEPSTAKES OR CONTESTS (BASIC, PROGRESSIVE 
OR INNOVATION+) TO AYC MEDIA BY:

a.  Box Burner System (mobile,  tablet,  desktop)
b.  Email
c.  Phone

AYC MEDIA WILL:

a.  Design your POS,  microsite,  or  gamification experience 
b.  Coordinate with rep/legal  for  rules,  keywords,  disclaimers,  & dates
c.  Send you POS/microsite proofs for  legal  approval  
d.  Send/post high-res l inks for  printing and distr ibution of  POS

AYC MEDIA WILL SUBMIT “MIDWAY REPORTS” TO:

a.  Provide instant feedback on market response
b.  Assess success of  microsite by desired demographics for  profi le  building (region,  device,  bounce 
rate etc.)  
c.  Ensure your signage is  posted and displayed prominently
D.  Or  log in  to Box Burner for  l ive analytics 

CONCLUDE YOUR CAMPAIGN –  AYC MEDIA WILL:

a.  Randomly select  winner(s)  from all  entries or  provide judging services based on campaign type
b.  Contact winner(s)  & verify  their  personal  info to confirm el igibi l ity
c.  Receive signed and notarized affidavits  as required
d.  Send conclusion report  with complete campaign stats and winner information
e.  Fulfi l l  pr izes when requested
f.  Re-engage consumers ( if  selected)
g.  Send campaign data or  share via  API
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BOX BURNER
TURN-KEY ACTIVATION

Submit all sweepstakes or contests 

(Basic, Progressive or Innovation+) 

by phone, email or using Box Burner, 

AYC Media’s online submission 

system. Custom built by AYC Media, 

Box Burner is a responsive, online 

submission platform that allows 

representatives to submit all the 

necessary campaign details using a 

mobile phone, tablet or desktop 

device to streamline program acti-

vation and provide a centralized, 

shared database for reporting and 

analytics.  

Campaign details are instantly 
updated in AYC Media’s back-end 

system, where keywords and other 
important program information 
will be leveraged for immediate 

campaign activation. 

Representatives can use this system 
to view their past, current and future 

campaigns as well as associated 
microsite/SMS analytics. 

This mobile marketing 
management platform will 

drastically cut down on the time 
spent for campaign activation and 
tracking, while also allowing reps 

to conveniently activate, track and 
manage all of their campaigns in 

one place.

INSTANT ACTIVATION MOBILITYCENTRAL DASHBOARD
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BOX BURNER OVERVIEW
AYC Media’s

CONVENIENT SUBMISSION SYSTEM

FULL FEATURE REPORTING
Midway status reports and conclusion reports are included with every campaign. These reports help identify 

performance metrics early on and allow for opportunities to boost campaign activity. Additionally, the compre-

hensive conclusion reports provided at the end of every campaign provide a complete overview with details on 

entries, demographic analytics, prize information, and winner information. Box Burner also displays microsite 

analytics for instant reporting to assess any variables offered by Google Analytics. 

Unlimited Support
Included in this contract is AYC Media’s unparalleled support. Dedicated account managers are available by 

phone or email to answer any questions or assist in setting up campaigns. During certain time sensitive or high 

exposure events, staff is available 24 hours to assist, if needed. 

Central Administrative Login
For increased communication among all departments, the portal also allows users with administrative permis-

sions (such as legal) the ability to view all or select campaigns in their region or at the national level. Features 

such as sorting all campaigns by status (pending, active, or past) allow quick reference to any information that 

may be required. 

WORKFLOW TRANSPARENCY 
Additionally, the system allows users to view the current status of their campaign, review important information, 

view campaign metrics, and download creative assets. AYC Media’s Box Burner portal greatly increases the 

efficiency of the campaign process while providing a “self-serve” option for status and performance on-demand.  

Box Burner allows sales representatives and marketers to initiate the campaign process on their phones, tablets, 

or PCs with its fully responsive design. By selecting keywords, participating states, required assets, basic prize 

information, and other required information, AYC Media team members have what they need to initiate the 

campaign process. 
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BENEFITS

1. Winners are notified faster

2. Winners are verified instantly

3. AB gets the info they need quickly

4. Winners have a pleasant “AB” experience

5. All info is tracked for on-demand reporting and audit records

HEY,
WINNER
Seamless Winner 
Verification & Complete 
Accountability for Legal 
Compliance 

After being directed to a unique landing page, winners 
are instantly age-verified using Veratad Technologies, 
and affidavits are automatically generated and emailed 
along with detailed instructions, when applicable. 

This streamlined process provides winners with a quick, 
hassle free  “AB experience.”  Representatives also get 
the information they need more quickly, saving 
valuable time and resources that allow for increased 
annual campaign volume. 

Winner information is stored on a secure database, 
including each and every sweepstakes they’ve entered 
and won, as well as their total prize earnings. 

Our secure system provides complete accountability 
and easy tracking for yearly audits, allowing AYC Media 
to perform “on-demand” reporting for any legal 
request. 
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HEY WINNER OVERVIEW
AYC Media’s

AYC Media’s Hey Winner system is integrated directly into the Anheuser-Busch campaign managing system. The 

Hey Winner system is designed to create the best possible winner experience by allowing winners to conveniently 

verify their age, address, and eligibility online. 

AYC Media has developed a proven winner verification system capable of instantly validating a winner’s eligibility 

for legal compliance. Contest and sweepstake eligibility data including eligible states, age (21+), multiple-win/-

household restrictions, and prize ARV is entered for each program. Upon receiving a winning notification, the 

participant is directed to a unique URL on the platform that requests their email address and phone number. Once 

submitted, the system searches all “winning” entries for that specific promotion and searches for a match to either 

data point. If found, the winner is directed to a form that collects all information required for validation and eligibili-

ty and cross references against all previous campaigns in the calendar year.

Upon receiving a positive result, AYC Media’s technology checks against all eligibility requirements and instantly 

verifies the winner for a streamlined and instant winner experience. If a positive match is not identified, or informa-

tion found is not conclusive, the winner is redirected to a manual confirmation portal. 

Affidavits: If Prize Value (i.e. > $600) requires a signed and 
notarized affidavit, AYC Media will:

• Contact the winner(s) and collect the information above

• Send official affidavit

• Collect affidavits, with follow up calls if needed

• Send notarized affidavits to Anheuser-Busch

AYC will collect complete winner 
information including:

• Name (First and Last)

• Permanent Address

• Email address

• Verify DOB

• Gender 

• Verify eligibility per contest rules

Prize Sourcing
AYC Media can source, store, and inventory prizes for campaigns ranging from branded merchandise to 

pre-paid debit cards. 

With an extensive knowledge and experience in sweepstakes management as well as years of campaign data at 

its fingertips, AYC Media is able to to identify trends and patterns to inform future campaigns and make 

program suggestions based on hard data. 
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INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY
AYC Media’s

As consumer behavior shifts with new 

technology, it’s critical to pay attention and stay 

ahead of market trends with new and innovative 

methods. With the average attention spans 

reducing amongst the millennial generation, 

engagement technologies need to support brand 

and marketing initiatives for maximum impact 

and lit. Some of the recent additions to the suite 

of programs available from AYC Media allow 

participants to interact with sweepstakes in ways 

not possible in the past. With proven success, 

these new programs have elevated the 

consumer experience to a new level.  
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INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY
AYC Media’s
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AYC MEDIA’S GRAPHIC DESIGNERS STRIVE TO CREATE
THE HIGHEST QUALITY DESIGNS THAT:

1. Stimulate audiences

2. Increase participation 

3. Promote best possible brand standards

COMMITTED TO QUALITY
DESIGNS

AYC Media’s forward-thinking design team pays close 
attention to the most cutting-edge design trends while 
also ensuring brand standards are maintained for each 
and every campaign. 

Drawing on our intimate knowledge of Anheuser-Bus-
ch’s many brands, AYC Media aims to achieve brand 

consistency, while anticipating legal compliance before 
proofs arrive for legal review. AYC Media’s familiarity 
with various legal regulations has cut down the average 
turnaround time for POS displays and landing pages to 
5 business days. 

total inbound text messages increased from 
88,000 in 2014 to 292,123 (and counting) in 2015.
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DATA COLLECTION
AYC Media’s

ALL ENTRY METHODS (standard) RESPONSIVE LANDING PAGE AND MICROSITE

• First Name

• Last Name

• Address

 o Address

 o City

 o State

 o Zip Code

• Social Media

 o Twitter Handle

 o Instagram

• Gender

• Variable Data

 o Drop down lists

 o Fill-in form fields

 

AYC Media has the ability to collect multiple data points throughout the campaign process depending on sweep-

stakes type and method of entry. Additional data can be collected by modifying entry criteria at no additional 

charge.

• Phone (SMS) 

• Email address (Landing page)

• Date of Birth

 

ONLINE ANALYTICS
• Visitors

• Referrals

• Pageviews

• Average Session Duration

• Bounce Rate 

• Landing/Exit Page

• Conversion Rate 

• Traffic Source 

• Leader Pages (Top Content) 

• Percentage of New Visits 

• Social Reports 

• Keywords (Organic Search Terms) 
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Campaign
Midway 
Report

CAMPAIGN NAME: 
2015 BUDWEISER® BASEBALL 
PACKAGE SWEEPSTAKES

CONTACT:  
Mercedes Ranieri 

START DATE:  
05/15/2015

MIDWAY DATE:  
5/23/15

END DATE:  
05/29/2015

KEYWORD:  
POPFLY

AGE GATE:  
YES 21+

ALTERNATE ENTRY:  
URL:http://www.heyyourcity.c
om/c/popfly
 
ENTRY FREQUENCY:  
1 per person

PRODUCT FOCUS:  
Budweiser 

RULES: 
http://www.heyyourcity.com/
c/pdf/LEGALDEPT-405716-v7
5-
SWEEPSTAKES_RULES_-_RA
NIERI_MLBAM_4_16_15_.pdf

ENTRIES:
WEB URL: 4
SMS (TEXT): 301

VALID STATE(S):  
NY

ANHEUSER-BUSCH 
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RESPONSIVE LANDING PAGE AND MICROSITE

• First Name

• Last Name

• Address

 o Address

 o City

 o State

 o Zip Code

• Social Media

 o Twitter Handle

 o Instagram

• Gender

• Variable Data

 o Drop down lists

 o Fill-in form fields
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Campaign 
Conclusion 
Report

CAMPAIGN NAME: 
2015 BUDWEISER® BASEBALL 
PACKAGE SWEEPSTAKES

CONTACT:  
Mercedes Ranieri 

START DATE:  
5/15/2015

END DATE:  
5/29/2015

KEYWORD: “ 
"POPFLY”

AGE GATE:  
YES 21+

ALTERNATE ENTRY:  
URL:http://www.heyyourcity.c
om/c/popfly
 
ENTRY FREQUENCY:  
1 entry per person

PRODUCT FOCUS:  
BUDWEISER

RULES: 
http://www.heyyourcity.com/
c/pdf/LEGALDEPT-405716-v7
5-
SWEEPSTAKES_RULES_-_RA
NIERI_MLBAM_4_16_15_.pdf

   

ENTRIES:
WEB URL: 7 
SMS (TEXT): 823 

VALID STATE(S):  
CT, MA, NH, NY, PA and VT

ANHEUSER-BUSCH
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Entries

POPFLY
2 0 1 5

Total
Entries
830 823

7 Web URL

SMS (TEXT)

1100 E. Hector Street Suite 313   |   Conshohocken, PA 19428  
p 215.713.3866  f 484.368.3117   |   www.aycmedia.com

ANHEUSER-BUSCH

Campaign Conclusion Report
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Age of Participants by Percent

Age

49.25%

26.87%

2.99%

2.99%

11.94%

5.97%

Below 21

21-25

26-30

31-35

36-40

41-50

51+

1100 E. Hector Street Suite 313   |   Conshohocken, PA 19428  
p 215.713.3866  f 484.368.3117   |   www.aycmedia.com

Demographical Data

ANHEUSER-BUSCH

Campaign Conclusion Report

POPFLY
2 0 1 5
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Entries by Area Code
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1100 E. Hector Street Suite 313   |   Conshohocken, PA 19428  
p 215.713.3866  f 484.368.3117   |   www.aycmedia.com

Demographical Data

ANHEUSER-BUSCH

Campaign Conclusion Report

POPFLY
2 0 1 5
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Entries by Date

Demographical Data

Entry Frequency

5/16

5/17

5/18
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MAY

1100 E. Hector Street Suite 313   |   Conshohocken, PA 19428  
p 215.713.3866  f 484.368.3117   |   www.aycmedia.com

ANHEUSER-BUSCH

Campaign Conclusion Report

POPFLY
2 0 1 5
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WINNER INFORMATION

WINNER SELECTION: Winners randomly selected at end

NUMBER OF WINNERS: 1 

PRIZE: Prize (1): A trip for winner and one (1) guest to attend one (1) 2015 Major League Baseball regular season baseball game 
in the continental United States, subject to availability. Trip must be taken between June 30, 2015, and August 30, 2015. Trip 
consists of round-trip coach air transportation for two (2) (from gateway city nearest winner’s home); single room, double-occu-
pancy hotel accommodations for two (2) consecutive nights, two (2) lower level infield game tickets for winner and one (1) 
guest, and a rental car for duration of stay (winner must possess a current valid driver’s license, valid major credit card, meet 
age requirements of rental car company, and meet/comply with all terms and conditions of the rental car agency in order to 
rent vehicle; if winner does not qualify for rental car portion of prize, neither it nor its value will be awarded). Winner and guest 
must be able to travel on the same itinerary and on the dates specified by Sponsor or prize will be forfeited and an alternate 
winner selected. It is the winner’s responsibility to comply with all travel requirements, which may include, without limitation, 
presenting necessary identification (including passport or driver’s license) at the time of travel. Flight schedules are subject to 
change without notice. Sponsor is not liable for any missed prize events or opportunities or expenses incurred as a conse-
quence of flight cancellation/delay or ground transportation delay. Winner may be required to provide a credit card at time of 
hotel check-in. Any costs incurred due to changes to the original itinerary (as approved by Sponsor, in Sponsor’s sole discretion) 
are solely the winner’s responsibility. Game date and seating assignments at the game are subject to availability and change 
at Sponsor’s sole discretion. Transportation (except as stated above), meals, gratuities, and all other expenses not specified 
herein are solely the responsibility of the winner. Approximate Retail Value (“ARV”): $3,070.00

AGE VERIFICATION: 
Initial Selection: Verified through AYC Media winner notification software using Veratad Technologies
Prize Confirmation: Age verification, affidavit

WINNER 1  

Lisa Pala
77 Audubon Street
NESCONSET, NY 11767

P: (631) 457-9971

E: great16397@aol.com

AFFIDAVIT SIGNED ON: 6/6/15

CONFIRMED: Affidavit, Hard Copy

Marc Scholtyssek
Vice President- Operations, AYC Media

1100 E. Hector Street Suite 313
Conshohocken, PA 19428

P: 215-713-3866  {Ext 604}
F: 484.368.3117

For more information please contact:

Campaign Conclusion Report
ANHEUSER-BUSCH

POPFLY
2 0 1 5
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STATS
2015

INFORMATION
CONTACT

JAKE MUCH
DIRECTOR OF NEW BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Jakem@aycmedia.com
610.304.4907

MARC SCHOLTYSSEK
VP OF OPERATIONS & AB ACCOUNT SUPERVISOR
Marcs@aycmedia.com
484.678.9227

CHRIS LIPCZYNSKI
DIRECTOR OF CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT
Chrisl@aycmedia.com
215.837.1357

5 day average 
turnaround time from 
date of submission to 

completion for 
standard sweeps

90% of winners 
verifiy within 24 
hours of initial 

contact

292,123 entries (and 
growing) in our programs 

since Jan 1, 2015

4,075 prizes awarded to 
winners since jan 1, 

2015

1230
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